
  

CAFÉ PARÍS CAFÉ PARÍS CAFÉ PARÍS BENIDORMBENIDORMBENIDORM

An delicious combination that conjures up the elegance of the city
of light, with its captivating coffee flavour and hints of amaretto
and Licor 43. A delight for the most demanding palates

CAMAROTE CLUBCAMAROTE CLUBCAMAROTE CLUB

Gin macerated with hibiscus flower and rose pepper, raspberry
syrup, orange juice and passion fruit foam. 
With this cocktail, you will feel passion for the city of Benidorm!!!

 

 

 
PLANTA 20PLANTA 20PLANTA 20
BY BELVEDEREBY BELVEDEREBY BELVEDERE

Get carried away by  the mystery of Benisunset: white rum, apricot,
basil leaves, lemon and orange juice . The perfect cocktail to go with
the magic of a sunset in Benidorm

RESTAURANTERESTAURANTERESTAURANTE
EXÓTICOEXÓTICOEXÓTICO

In the magical forest, a bewitching cocktail: melon liqueur, vodka,
lemon and ginger cordial, saline drops and egg white. Will its taste
be the kiss that turns you into a prince?

 

 
PINOCCHIO PLAYAPINOCCHIO PLAYAPINOCCHIO PLAYA

Arditi coffee slush with Cerol liqueur, Tenis aniseed cream and
horchata (tiger nut milk)

 MIA SOCIAL CLUBMIA SOCIAL CLUBMIA SOCIAL CLUB

Awaken passions with Mon Cheri: Vodka, cherry, Kahlua,
cinnamon syrup, lime juice and gingerbeer. Fancy one, Mon
Cheri?

MALASPINAMALASPINAMALASPINA

Enjoy the traditional local coffee, transformed into a refreshing
cocktail with a vanilla touch that will definitely leave an impression
on you

GASTROBARGASTROBARGASTROBAR
URBAN BEACHURBAN BEACHURBAN BEACH

Malabusca Gin, lemon, Martini Ambrato, orange blossom
water and homemade jasmine, elderflower and lavender
syrup. An excellent cocktail that awakens your senses.

 

KU LOUNGE CAFÉKU LOUNGE CAFÉKU LOUNGE CAFÉ

A refreshing and vibrant rum-based cocktail that will surprise you
with its delightful strawberry flavour

 

LA TERRASELA TERRASELA TERRASE
ROOF TOPROOF TOPROOF TOP

The base is made with CUA CUA liqueur distilled in Benidorm, we bring
freshness and sweetness with watermelon and passion fruit and give
it a little "punch" with ginger, and texture with egg white

 

MAÜI BEACHMAÜI BEACHMAÜI BEACH

 Get seduced by the fruity exuberance of Tropical Maui: vodka,
kiwi liqueur, orange juice and grenadine. A tropical cocktail that will
stir your passions

PENELOPEPENELOPEPENELOPE
BEACH CLUBBEACH CLUBBEACH CLUB

A powerful combination of flavours. A cocktail of high quality
vodka and exotic flavours of tropical fruit, with a touch of curaçao
that bring such colour and freshness that you will want to repeat

 

PRICE PER
COCKTAIL

7€

2ND COCKTAIL2ND COCKTAIL2ND COCKTAIL
COMPETITIONCOMPETITIONCOMPETITION

1-101-101-10
SEPTEMBERSEPTEMBERSEPTEMBER
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 MAÜI BEACHMAÜI BEACHMAÜI BEACH

A burst of freshness on your palate with this cocktail made of fresh
basil, cucumber syrup, lemon juice, soda and cream soda. It will
shock you

Take a dip in the freshness of this Jasmine Garden, with jasmine
tea, lemon, homemade syrup, elderflower, lavender and a touch
of sparkling water. A non-alcoholic cocktail that will sweep you off
your feet

This sweet elixir combines yummy iced La Vila-Joiosa chocolate,
delicious Benidorm orange syrup, oat milk and, for the final boost,
white pepper and tabasco

Pure non-alcoholic exoticism, a tropical fusion of whipped
strawberry, lime, non-alcoholic apple liqueur and lemon Fanta. Is it
non-alcoholic? I will have two!

Inspired by the Arabian Nights, it passionately mixes salted
caramel, cinnamon syrup, passion fruit, lime juice and gingerbeer.
Will you spend the night with me?

This non-alcoholic cocktail made of tropical fruit, with
a hint of citrus and blue curaçao, will captivate you not only with
its burst of flavor, but also with its rainbow colours!

Fall in love with Pasión20, pomegranate juice, grenadine, lemon
juice, sugar mixture and cherry puree. Do you dare to be seduced
by this unique flavor?

Embark on a Sunrise of flavors with Tanqueray, Martini Vibrante,
orange and cinnamon cordial, lemon juice and egg white.
Adventure and delight in every sip!
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PINOCCHIO PLAYAPINOCCHIO PLAYAPINOCCHIO PLAYA

CONTEST RULES

HOW TO VOTE

The votes with a voting form (name, telephone, rating and acceptance
of the LOPD) that is not completed correctly will be invalidated.

You can only vote once per establishment and customer (the filter
value will be the phone number provided by the customer).

If you do not have a mobile phone, request the help of the
establishment's server so that they can register the vote on your
behalf.

The voting period will be from September 1 to 10, 2023.

The organization is not responsible for the changes that the
establishments may make in their preparations.

The organization is not responsible for non-compliance with the
contest rules by participating establishments.

BASIC INFORMATION ABOUT 
THE PROCESSING OF YOUR DATA

Responsible: Benidorm City Hall / ABRECA / Gastroeventos.
Objective: Management of the contest and delivery of prizes to the public.
Rights: Access, rectification, elimination, opposition, limitation and/or
portability.
Detailed information: More information about the processing of your data
may be requested by email at dpd@benidorm.org

PENELOPEPENELOPEPENELOPE
BEACH CLUBBEACH CLUBBEACH CLUB

 

MIA SOCIAL CLUBMIA SOCIAL CLUBMIA SOCIAL CLUB 

CAFÉ PARÍS CAFÉ PARÍS CAFÉ PARÍS BENIDORMBENIDORMBENIDORM 

CAMAROTE CLUBCAMAROTE CLUBCAMAROTE CLUB 

GASTROBARGASTROBARGASTROBAR
URBAN BEACHURBAN BEACHURBAN BEACH
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Refreshing cocktail made with non-alcoholic apple liqueur, fresh
mint, lime, pineapple syrup and Sprite.

Scan the QR code and access an
interactive Google Map with the
participating restaurants:

PLANTA 20PLANTA 20PLANTA 20
BY BELVEDEREBY BELVEDEREBY BELVEDERE

 

RESTAURANTERESTAURANTERESTAURANTE
EXÓTICOEXÓTICOEXÓTICO

 

 

MALASPINAMALASPINAMALASPINA 

KU LOUNGE CAFÉKU LOUNGE CAFÉKU LOUNGE CAFÉ 

LA TERRASELA TERRASELA TERRASE
ROOF TOPROOF TOPROOF TOP

 

A refreshing, non-alcoholic cocktail made from a blend of juices
and syrups, updated to modern times

Two very Valencian products, rosemary and tiger nut, are mixed
together to bring this refreshing cocktail

Green tea and mango infusion with green apple pearls

TRY THE ALCOHOLIC OR NON-ALCOHOL COCKTAIL!

Visit one of our participating establishments and try the
cocktail of the contest.

RATE

After consuming the cocktail, ask the server for the
voting QR. Scan the QR code and rate with your mobile
device between 1 and 5 stars (1 being the lowest score
and 5 the highest). If you do not have a mobile device,
ask the server for help so that they can record your vote
with the information you provide.

WIN 6 FREE COCKTAILS

In addition to the vote, we will need you to provide us
with your telephone number, so that we can contact you
if you are the winner of the raffle that we will hold among
all the participants in the public.

We raffle 6 vouchers redeemable for a cocktail in any
of the participating establishments

Each vote is a chance, so remember... The more drinks
you try, the more chances you have to win those free
cocktails. Try them all!

ENJOY THEM ALL!
DO NOT MISS OUT!
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